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Abstract

Multi-view 3D human pose estimation is still a challenging task in uncon-
trolled environments. Many related approaches are still dependent on silhou-
ettes of the subject obtained by background subtraction. Background sub-
traction is difficult if the cameras are moving or the background is dynamic.
Our solution is to do body part detections both on the foreground and the
background, similar to some 2D pose estimation algorithms. We introduce a
novel approach to combine 2D body part detections from multiple views to
obtain a unified space of detection scores employing the constraints of the 3D
space. This combination of detections helps to remove the false positive de-
tection scores suggested by the 2D detectors. We also propose a new human
pose estimation algorithm that performs the pose inference directly in the 3D
configuration space, taking advantage of the unified detections. This algorithm
is a modified version of the well known pictorial structures method and uses
distance transform in solving the optimization. Repulsion between joints is also
considered in our algorithm which is very helpful for estimating some specific
poses. Qualitative results are presented to show the potential strength of our
approach.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Human detection and pose estimation refers to the automatic process of locating
people and approximating their poses from their images by computer algorithms.
This task could be done by employing an image taken from one view, or several
images taken from different views of the same location. It is also possible to either
approximate human pose in the 3D space or do it in the image plane’s 2D space.
This thesis targets the problem of detection and pose estimation of human in the
3D space using images taken at the same time from multiple views. The process of
detection (locating) could be done in a separate phase before pose estimation or it
could be done at the same time and as a part of pose estimation. In our approach,
as well as some other algorithms, detection is done at the same time and as a part of
pose estimation. So from here on, we might refer to the whole process of detection
and pose estimation as just pose estimation.

The potential applications for human pose estimation include: marker-less mo-
tion capture that is used in movie production and the game industry, physical ther-
apy where analysis of human motion is important for medical purposes, augmented
reality, for example, a virtual mirror letting people try out clothes virtually, motion
analysis for different types of sports helping people to analysis their movements and
train better, smart environments, and assisted living [17].

There have been a lot of research in the recent years in human pose estimation,
however, the problem is not solved for uncontrolled environments and without pri-
ors. Many of the algorithms in this area are still dependent on segmentation of
the person from the background in the image. Image segmentation is an ill posed
problem, even motion based segmentation in case of having a video is problematic
in case of dynamic background and moving cameras. Some other algorithms make
strong assumptions about possible poses according to the activity they expect from
the person. It is also a quite limiting assumption in case of observing unpredictable
poses.

The contribution of this work is proposing an algorithm that estimates 3D hu-
man pose by combining the evidence of single images from multiple cameras, first,
with no constraint on the background and no need for background segmentation,
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

second, with no specific priors about what poses the person might take, and third
no specific priors about the appearance of the person.

We introduce a new way of combining information from different cameras and,
taking advantage of that, a new way of inferring human pose in the 3D space.
We got inspired by the part based 2D human pose estimators that estimate the
pose of people without priors about their appearance and type of activity, and the
background. To apply these for 3D pose estimation, we invented an algorithm to
fuse 2D body part detections from different cameras with known calibration. We
made our 3D pose inference algorithm based on one of the commonly used pose
estimation approaches, pictorial structures, to infer human pose in the 3D space
taking advantage of the fused detections.

We examined our algorithm in a qualitative way on two sets of image frames
taken from two video sequence. In each sequence there is a person with a different
appearance of body parts. These frame images show different types of poses. The
results show the potential strength of our pose estimation approach and that it
could be the subject of further research and a quantitative evaluation.

In the next chapter, we will go through the literature background and some
related work in 2D and 3D human pose estimation. In Chapter 3, we introduce
the mechanism we have employed for computing the body part detections. Chapter
4 presents our method to fuse 2D detection scores, our pose inference algorithm,
and pictorial structures that is the method our algorithm is based on. Chapter
5 includes technical details, result from our experiments and discussion. Finally,
Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and proposes future work.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

In many cases in the related literature, human pose estimation is not addressed
exclusively and is coupled with some other close field of study.

Multi-view 3D human pose estimation is specially coupled with multi-view hu-
man tracking. The difference of the tracking algorithms is that they try to estimate
the pose of a person along a sequence of images from a captured video of a person.
So they also take advantage of the temporal coherence of single frames assuming
the frame rate is high enough, so that the sequence of the human poses is smooth
in the temporal direction. In some cases tracking algorithms need to be initialized
manually with the initial pose and in some other cases they require the person to
take a standard pose so they can easily find the initial pose. There are also algo-
rithms that have an automatic initialization mechanism. Furthermore, it is possible
that because of some sudden movement or a temporary occlusion, the tracking al-
gorithms lose the track of the person since they assume the observed movement
of the person is smooth. Therefore, they need a mechanism to recover from this
kind of failure. Pose estimation algorithms could help trackers be initialized and
recover from failure. Sometimes, the pose estimation algorithm is unified with the
tracking algorithm and it is not easy to divide the algorithm to two tracking and
pose estimation parts.

Activity recognition is another close field to multi-view human pose estima-
tion. One of the common trends specifically in single view 3D human pose esti-
mation/tracking is to use manifolds to model periodical human activities such as
walking, running, and jogging. These manifolds are commonly made using simple
features, specially the silhouette of the person. The activity manifolds could help
to detect what activity the person is doing and/or in which phase of the activity
the person is, which could be used for estimating the pose of the person.

Human detection is another related field specially to 2D human pose estimation.
There are human detectors that detect humans based on parts of human body. They
are not designed to estimate the pose but they use a part based model of human
body and also part detectors. There are also part based human pose estimators
that use part detectors. Therefore, the image features and machine learning tools
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK

used for human detection could also be applied for human pose estimation.
In the following sections we will introduce some of the related work from the 2D

and 3D human pose estimation literature which we think are the most relevant. For
2D pose estimation, we mention a more extensive list of papers since our inference
method is similar to 2D inference methods.

2.1 Multicamera 3D Human Pose Estimation

A very common trend in multi-view 3D human pose estimation are methods that are
based on segmentation of the background from the person [7, 38, 27, 4, 5, 18, 24].
The silhouette or contour of the person taken from the segmentation is used in
different ways. One way is to use the silhouette/contour directly to optimize the
parameters of a 3D human model. This could be done by projecting the 3D model
to camera planes and minimizing the difference of the projected model and the
acquired contour/silhouette or the image segment inside the silhouette [7, 4, 18].
Another way of using silhouettes is forming a visual hull of the person. A visual hull
is a volume bounded by a set of cones made by camera centers as their apex and
half lines that go through the boundary of silhouettes [26]. A visual hull can be used
in different ways to fit a human model in it, or to segment it to body parts [27, 24].
There are also other ways of employing silhouettes for the purpose of human pose
estimation.

Background subtraction is normally done by segmentation based on color or
motion. The former case puts limitation on the color appearance of the subject and
the background, and the latter case normally requires static background and fixed
cameras. Therefore, methods using background subtraction normally have these
limitations. Since we do not use silhouettes in our method, there is no need for
these limiting assumptions.

Although the approaches we mentioned are very common, not all of the works
follow exactly one of them. We continue this section by going through some of the
most similar works to our method to make you a bit more familiar with the details.

In 2004, Sigal et al. proposed a 3D loose-limbed body model for tracking and
pose estimation [41]. In this model body parts have conditional probability distri-
butions in the 3D position and orientation space. The distributions are mixtures
of Gaussians. The conditions are between neighboring body parts in spacial and
temporal domains. These distributions are learned from a training set. A combined
multi-view image likelihood is employed based on a combination of edge and ridge
filters [39] and background subtraction. The inference is done by non-parametric
belief propagation using a variation of particle filter. Apart from likelihood, multi-
view eigen-template part detectors are learned for some of the body parts on a
training set acquired by the same camera set up as for testing. These part detec-
tors examine 3D positions that project to foreground in all of the views, within
expected boundaries. The top detections are used to extract closest examples from
the training set, and then, some particle samples are generated form the orientation
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2.2. 2D HUMAN POSE ESTIMATION

of these examples. For initialization of the body parts which do not have detectors,
the uniform distribution is used.

In a recent work in 2012, [43], sets of view dependent manifolds are learned
for each activity from dense training data that contains all human postures during
one period of periodic activities from all views. These manifolds are stored in a
library. Then they use a part based 2D human pose estimator based on [1] and [33]
to generate a set of candidate 2D poses for each camera view. After that, they do a
mutual selection between the library of manifolds and 2D candidates from each view
to determine the underlying activity and the correct candidates from each view.

In another recent work, [16], tracking and pose estimation is done by hierarchical
matching the silhouette in each camera independently and hypotheses are generated
for each view. The silhouettes come from segmentation by modeling the background,
which segments the moving objects. They improve their silhouettes by volumetric
craving. They remove objects that have a smaller volume than a specific amount
and the objects that are lower than the height of human legs. They need a standing
pose for initialization and they just estimate the pose of the upper body. 3D pose
hypotheses are generated from 2D shape hypotheses in all views. The 3D pose is
verified by texture rendering their model and a local optimization is done by that.
They also use temporal cues since their algorithm performs tracking.

2.2 2D Human Pose Estimation

During the late 1990s and early 2000s some approaches were introduced based on
probabilistic assemblies of body parts, for the purpose of 2D human pose estima-
tion, human tracking, and human detection [20, 10, 21]1. In these approaches the
human body was modeled as a combination of parts; part detectors were used to
find body parts in the image and a probabilistic model was employed to combine
these detections. For detection of body parts [10] used a simple color model plus a
rectangle based convolution kernel for every part. [20] found body part candidates
by assuming they are made of parallel edges that are symmetric around an axis, and
in [21], they used template matching. Because of these simple and limiting features
for body part detection, these approaches were not able to generalize to a variety
of appearances (e.g. caused by different clothing) of body parts.

Following a similar approach to [20, 10] for combining detections, Ronfard et
al. designed a human pose estimator, however, with strong part detectors [37].
They applied a Gaussian filter on the image and also took its first and second
derivatives. They gave a combination of these features to SVM/RVM classifiers to
detect candidate body parts. These strong detectors made it possible to do human
pose estimation for arbitrary appearances of human body parts.

Alternatively, in a tracking approach Ramanan and Forsyth introduced learning
color histogram features of body parts by clustering initial detections from template

1In case of [10] they actually reimplemented an older approach from 1973, [14], in a computa-
tionally efficient way.
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK

matching according to their color histograms and removing the clusters that do not
follow a velocity constraint over time [32]. When these clusters are learned, they
are connected by a kinematic model and each of them is associated to a body part.
Then these clusters are used to track the person across the frames.

Mikolajczyk et al., in 2004, designed a part based human detector whose body
part detectors were AdaBoost classifiers based on groups of dominant orientation
features extracted from small patches in the image [28]. They made a cascade of
AdaBoost classifiers to do the detection in a coarse to fine manner to discard false
positives fast. This human detector took advantage of part detectors to overcome
occlusions and clutter in the image. Their part detectors, however, examined only
one orientation so they were good for upright poses only. Part based human de-
tectors had been developed before in [29] using Haar wavelet features and SVM
classifiers. However, in [28] they used Gaussians to describe the relative position of
body parts whereas in [29] the relative positions could only change within a fixed
range without any specific distribution.

[30] introduced a 2D pose estimation approach based on image segmentation and
superpixels made by over-segmentation. They found body parts from the segments
based on their shape, shading, image focus, and contour. Then a set of partial
body configurations was generated by combining body parts and the physically
impossible configurations were pruned by the constraints of adjacency, clothing
symmetry, relative width, and length relative to torso. These partial configurations
were then extended to full body configurations by using the superpixels.

[36] proposed a new appearance model for individual limbs using the similarity
of the histogram of the foreground of the body part to its adjacent background.
The final pose configuration likelihood were calculate taking into account individ-
ual likelihoods, Gaussian-like links between connected body parts, and similarity
between the foreground histograms of the opposite body parts.

In 2004, Lan and Huttenlocher [25] published a new way to handle self occlu-
sions in the tree based approaches for human pose inference. They modeled the
dependency of the relative configurations of the body parts connected to the torso
by a single common factor variable. Then, by iterating over discretized values of
this extra variable, they could get different tree structured models and using each
one they inferred a human pose. The human pose with the best cost was used as
the final hypothesis.

In 2005, Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher improved their previous work [10] by
changing the restriction on the distance function between connected body parts [11].

In the same year Hua et al. presented a pose estimation framework [19] intro-
ducing a new particle based belief propagation algorithm called Belief Propagation
Monte Carlo based on a Markov network representation of the human body to infer
the human pose. They model the shape of body parts by quadrangles. After nor-
malizing the shape of quadrangles the dimension of their representation is reduced
by a probabilistic principle component analysis. They calculate average steered
edge response [39] using only one scale for different channels and take the likelihood
of the maximum channel as the image likelihood. They do importance sampling
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2.2. 2D HUMAN POSE ESTIMATION

in their particle based belief propagation algorithm by different cues for different
body parts, such as a face detector for deteting head position, a color model for
skin to detect upper legs and lower arms, probabilistic Hough transform to estimate
human torso, etc. The importance functions were designed specifically for images
containing football players.

Ren et al., in 2005, introduced a new way for inferring body pose for humans [35]
where unary and pairwise constraints between all pairs were optimized all at once
by integer quadratic programming. They extract contour edges from the image and
segment the contours to straight lines. They triangulate the rest of the image and
find parallel lines that form body parts. Simple classifiers are trained to detect body
parts from the segment pairs. The unary constraints for a human pose are the score
of classifiers and aspect ratio of body parts. The pairwise constraints are relative
scale, color appearance, relative orientation, and connectivity. The connectivity
constraint included smooth connection between half limbs and some constraints for
the connectivity of limbs to torso. They used some non-conventional constraints
such as the v-shape distance between two upper legs and a gap between upper arms
and upper legs.

Sigal and Black, in 2006, modified likelihood of body parts by rewriting them as
a multiplication of pixel likelihoods [40]. For each pixel of a body part configuration
two variables store if in that pixel the body part is occluding another body part or
is occluded by another body part. This occlusion modeling is then incorporated in
their inference algorithm done by non-parametric belief propagation.

In [34], Ramanan and Sminchisescu proposed an iterative way of finding their
model parameters instead of setting them manually or using a maximum likelihood
to find them. They set their model parameters so they can have the best results
given their training images.

After that, in [31], Ramanan proposed learning appearance model from the test
image. So the inference was done in an iterative approach initialized by a general
appearance model. Using the first hypothesis, the appearance model gets improved
and the inference is done again, and the process continues iteratively.

In [12], Ferrari et al. introduced a new way of human pose estimation in video se-
quences. They take advantage of a successful human detector based on Histograms
of Oriented Gradients features [6]. They apply the human detector on the image and
reduce the pose search space to the enlarged detection window. A segmentation al-
gorithm removes a large area of the background. They then use Ramanan’s method
[31] to infer human body pose restricting their search to the enlarged window and
restricting the size of the body parts according to the size of the detection window.
Furthermore, detections from the segmented background are removed and the po-
sitions of head and torso are restricted to areas in the enlarged window according
to some prior knowledge. They also extended the inference for the spatio-temporal
domain to perform tracking.

In [8], Echner and Ferrari extend [12] by learning location priors for body parts
(using annotations) in image windows detected by their human detector. From
these location priors appearance transfer is learned between different body parts in
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the form of a linear combination. In the testing phase the color model (histogram)
of each body part is learned from its location priors and updated by the color
transfer. A background color model is also learned by the complement of location
priors. Using these two models the foreground probability segmentation is derived
by Bayes’ rule for each pixel. This soft segmentation is then employed for obtaining
a likelihood for body part locations. The method in [31] is employed to do the
inference of human body.

Anriluka et al. proposed the use of strong generic part detectors based on
discriminatively trained AdaBoost classifiers for human pose estimation in 2009 [1].
The unthresholded output of the AdaBoost classifiers were used by them as a score
of likelihood to be used with a pictorial structures model [11, 12, 31]. They employed
shape context features which are similar to HOG features, however, with different
shapes of histogram cells. They did the inference by applying the sum product
algorithm on their graphical model. Inspired by them we used part detectors based
on AdaBoost classifiers.

The same authors of [1] later added a repulsive factor to their model to keep
legs apart from each other [2]. This is due the fact that in tree based models, as
used in pictorial structures [11], it happens that one of the two lower legs in the
image does not get detected in the optimal pose and the other one gets detected as
both left and right lower legs.
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Chapter 3

Body Part Detection

The first phase in our pose estimation pipeline is the detection phase. In this phase
we get the body part detection scores by running the detectors for every location in
the image. We use the term location to describe a specific position, orientation, and
size of a body part in our pose inference space (e.g. image plane). After running the
detectors, the inference algorithm uses detection scores of every body part for all of
the locations to find the combination of body part locations that best matches our
prior knowledge about human pose. In this chapter, we will go through calculating
the detection scores. Finding the best combination of body part detections will be
explained in the next chapter.

As you might have noticed, our part detectors are not “detectors” in the sense
that they find the exact final location of a body part. They actually give a score
which is converted to a probability-like quantity for inference purposes.

If we want to use the conventional machine learning algorithms to determine
these scores we need to extract some “smart” features from the image. The reason
is that it is not efficient to use the pixel space since this space is too large (has
too many dimensions). By using a good feature extractor, apart from reducing the
space size, we can help the machine learning tool to generalize about the appearance
the body parts. It means that by giving it an unseen example it would be more
probable for the algorithm to decide correctly.

In feature extraction we normally extract a vector of numbers that can describe
the properties of the image which are useful for our purpose. There are many
types of these features that are specifically designed for images and computer vision
purposes. In the coming section we will introduce the feature type we picked and we
will describe the steps to obtain it. After that, we will present the machine learning
tools that we have employed to extract the detection scores.

Note that since we have employed the OpenCV library in our implementation for
the detectors’ components, we explain algorithms that are said to be implemented
in this package1 [3].

1http://docs.opencv.org/
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CHAPTER 3. BODY PART DETECTION

3.1 HOG features

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) feature, [6], is one of the commonly used
feature types in the computer vision community for object detection. This image
feature has been successful in human detection [6]. Another reason we picked HOG
is that it has been used in one of the state of the art approaches to human pose
estimation [23]. We take advantage of HOG features to detect different human body
parts.

The first step in calculating HOG features is to do a power law (Gamma) equal-
ization, which is a nonlinear transformation (e.g. square root or logarithm), on the
pixel values of the image. This transformation compresses the intensities in the
highest of their possible range and decompresses the low intensities. In case of a
color image it can be done separately for each color channel. After that for the
two dimensional signal of the image the gradient is calculated at each pixel point.
Similarly, in case of a 3-channel RGB image the gradient is calculated for every
channel. Then at each pixel point the gradient of the channel with the highest gra-
dient magnitude is chosen. At this stage, we have a two dimensional array (image)
that contains the gradient of every pixel. The gradient image is then divided into
small spacial regions called cells. Cells have a rectangular shape with the same
width and height, they cover all of the pixels and do not overlap. The next step
is to calculate a histogram of gradient orientations for the pixels inside every cell.
The gradient in each pixel position contributes to the histogram of its four closest
neighboring cells. The gradient magnitude of a pixel, after being weighted accord-
ing to its distance to a cell’s center, is added to its corresponding bin in the cell’s
histogram. After calculating histograms, cells are packed into spacial groups called
blocks. Blocks consist of a certain number of rows and columns of cells. Unlike
cells, blocks can overlap each other. They are positioned on the cells grid by a 2D
stride. The cell histogram vectors in each block are concatenated to form a feature
vector. These vectors are then normalized in the following manner:

vi = vi√
‖v‖22 + ε

(i = 1, 2, ..., N), (3.1)

where v is a feature vector and vi is its i-th element, ε is a small constant for
the case ‖v‖22 has a very small value and N is the number of dimensions in v. This
normalization is followed by truncating the values in the vector that are greater than
0.2 by setting them to 0.2. At the end another round of normalization is applied
on the feature vector. This method (L2 normalizing, truncating and normalizing
again) is called L2-Hys [6]. Finally, after normalizing the blocks, their vectors are
concatenated to form the final feature vector. Figure 3.1 visualizes the procedure
of extracting a HOG feature vector from a detection window.

After obtaining the final feature vector it can be used for training a machine
learning tool or given to an already trained one for the purpose of prediction. In
the next section, we describe the the learning algorithms we used in our detectors.
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3.2. BOOSTED TREES FOR PROBABILITY ESTIMATION

Figure 3.1. Extracting HOG feature vector from a detection window.

3.2 Boosted Trees for Probability Estimation

Boosting is a way of creating classifiers that is shown to be very effective for object
detection. One instance is the widely used object detection framework by Viola and
Jones [42]. It has also been used in the state of the art of 2D human pose estimation
for body part detection [2]. In boosting a weighted summation of the output of
many different weaker classifiers is calculated as the final output. Commonly the
final decision of boosting is made by comparing the weighted sum with a threshold.
However, in our method, we use the raw output of boosting, without comparing to
a threshold. By applying some transformation we get a probability-like score from
this raw output. Before getting more into details of how boosting works and how
we transform its output, we will explain how the weak classifiers used for boosting
are made.

3.2.1 Binary Decision Tree Classifiers

Binary decision trees are simple-to-make and efficient classifiers, however, they
might not be very strong individually. They are suitable to be combined together
in high numbers by boosting, since they are efficient and boosting does not need
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classifiers that have a very high accuracy. Binary decision trees have the structure
of normal binary trees. To make a decision about the input, they start a procedure
from the root that takes a path downwards and reaches one of the leaf nodes. In
every leaf node one output label is stored that is the output for the input vectors
whose procedure reaches that leaf. On the path of going downwards from the root
at each node a specific dimension of the input vector is compared with a threshold
and according to the result the procedure is moved to the left or right child of that
node. It is worthy to note that it is not necessary to have a node for every dimension
of the feature vector. To figure out which dimension should be compared in each
node and what thresholds should be used, we train the decision tree using the data
in a training set by a training algorithm.

There are several different algorithms to train a decision tree, however, we focus
on the CART (Classification and Regression Trees) algorithm that is employed in
our implementation. In the CART algorithm creating a decision tree starts from
the root node. The algorithm tries to divide the data into two parts such that a
criterion called impurity gets minimized in each part, proportional to the number of
samples in it. After that, every child node gets a partition of the data and the same
division process is repeated for them using their own split of data. This process goes
on until we get 0 impurity at every leaf node. To reduce computational complexity
of making a decision tree, we put a limitation on the maximum depth of the tree.
Therefore, it might be possible to reach leaf nodes that have an impurity higher
than 0. There is also a limitation for the minimum number of samples at leaf nodes
to prevent over-fitting2.

The impurity criterion could have different definitions in the CART algorithm.
The one that is used in our implementation is called the misclassification impurity.
Assume that we have a set of items with K different possible labels. The misclas-
sification impurity of this set is the fraction of items that will be misclassified if
we classify all of the items with the most frequent label. So in fact, items that do
not have the most frequent label form this fraction. Hence, for the set of items S,
with M different possible labels, the misclassification impurity I can be calculated
as follows:

I(S) = 1−max
i
P (i), (3.2)

where i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} and P (i) is the probability of drawing an item randomly and
observing the label i on it. The CART algorithm tries every possible dimension of
the vector and every possible threshold for splitting the data points in each node,
and chooses the combination that minimizes the weighted impurity of the resulting
subsets. It is equivalent to maximizing ∆I, the improvement of impurity:

∆I(S,C) = I(S)− p(SL)I(SL)− p(SR)I(SR), (3.3)
2Over-fitting is the term that is used in Machine Learning to describe adapting the learning

model (in our case a Decision Tree) too much to the training data. The consequence of over-fitting
is that if we randomly sample another set of data different from the training set, the model, on
average, will not work very well on it.
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where S is the set of items that we are splitting, C is the applied dimension-threshold
combination, SL and SR are the subset of items that lead the procedure to left and
right child node respectively, and p(SL) and p(SR) are the probability of proceeding
to left child node and right child node on S, respectively.

3.2.2 AdaBoost Algorithm

As we said before, boosting is a way of combining classifiers and the combination
is done by taking a weighted average of some “weak” classifiers. Training the weak
classifiers and finding their weights is done at the same time. At each step of
the algorithm one weak classifier is trained and its weight is assigned. At the
same time, another set of weights is maintained for the training samples. These
weights are updated at every step and affect the weak learning algorithm. For
example, in the case of CART algorithm, the weights will determine the chance of
an item being chosen from the set of all items. In this way, they will affect P (i) and
consequently the amount of impurity and the result of the improvement term, ∆I.
When a classifier is trained with the current set of sample weights, the weight of
that classifier is assigned according to its error on this weighted training set. Then
this error is used to update the distribution of sample weights again. The training
continues until we cannot train a classifier with the error rate less than 50% or we
reach a maximum number of iterations.

In Algorithm 3.1 the formal version of AdaBoost is shown. The weights of
samples at step t are presented by Dt, the weight of the weak classifier trained
at step t is presented by αt and the final boosting classifier is presented by H(x).
However, as we said before, we do not apply the sign function that is applied in
H(x). Instead of that we do some transformation to get a probability-like score
since for the inference algorithm we need probabilities and not decisions. In the
next chapter, you can find out why we need probabilities. Friedman et al. in [15]
showed that AdaBoost is an additive logistic regression model. Hence, for a feature
vector x, the probability of having label 1 (belonging to the class) could be measured
by:

f(x) = P (y = 1|x) = eF (x)

e−F (x) + eF (x) = 1
1 + e−2F (x) , (3.4)

where

F (x) =
T∑

t=1
αtht(x) (3.5)

as in Algorithm 3.1. It is noticeable that, because of the exponential function
in equation 3.4, this equation produces extremely small values or values that are
extremely close to 1, for the inputs that are not so large in absolute value. Because
of the limitations of the standard floating point implementations that we use, those
values that are extremely close to 1 could get rounded to exactly 1. This flaw makes
it impossible to compare very high probabilities in different positions in the image
and does not let the algorithm return the actual best pose. Therefore, we decided
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CHAPTER 3. BODY PART DETECTION

Algorithm 3.1 AdaBoost
1: input:
2: Training set: S = {(x1, y1), (x1, y1), ..., (xm, ym)},

∀(xi, yi) ∈ S, yi ∈ {−1, 1} is label of xi

3: Learning algorithm: WeakLearn
4: Maximum number of iterations: T
5: initialize: D1(i)← 1/m
6: for t = 1, 2, ..., T do
7: Obtain classifier ht by applying WeakLearn on S using Dt weights
8: Calculate error: εt ←

∑
i=1..m ∧ ht(i)6=yi

Dt(i)

9: if εt <
1
2 then

10: αt ←
ln((1− εt)/εt)

2
11: Dt+1(i)← Dt(i) exp(−αtyiht(xi))

12: Normalize Dt+1 s.t.
m∑

i=1
Dt+1(i) = 1

13: else
14: exit {The method WeakLearn or features are not good enough for T iterations}
15: end if
16: end for
17: resulting classifier:

H(x) = sign
(

T∑
t=1

αtht(x)
)

to modify this transformation without losing the general shape of the function:

f ′(x) = 1
1 + e−F (x) . (3.6)

You can compare the shape of the original and modified transformations in Fig-
ure 3.2. As you can see, the modified version is just less steep than the original
transformation, otherwise, they both approach 1 for positive inputs and approach
0 for negative inputs in a similar manner.

There is one boosting classifier detector trained for each body part. We trained
individual detectors for even similar body parts (e.g. left lower leg and right lower
leg) to make sure we get the best accuracy we can get from our detectors. The
boosting detectors are trained by a set of images of their corresponding body parts.
These images are resized to the resolution of the HOG feature extractor and their
feature vectors are extracted and stored. All such vectors are then used to train the
boosting detectors.
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Figure 3.2. Comparison between the modified transformation, f ′(x), and original
transformation, f(x), on the output sum of adaboost, F (x).

By cropping a sub-window of an image with a desired position, size, and orien-
tation, and applying a body part’s detector on it, we can get the probability of that
body part being present in that position, size, and orientation in the image plane.
Given an image just by knowing the ranges of these parameters, we have to try all
of their valid values, because technically it is possible that the body parts could
be in any position, size and orientation in the image. Regarding this, it would be
reasonable to quantize these parameters in their ranges and apply the detectors on
sub-windows with all of the possible combinations of these quantized values as their
attributes.

It is worthy to note that it is not practical to find the position with the best
score in every body part’s parameter space and combine them as the best estimated
pose of the person. Clearly the body parts should follow the structure of human
body (e.g. they should be connected to each other by joints). There might be a
case that the best score from the detector comes from a body part whose rest of the
body is outside of the image borders, and does not belong to the subject we want
to estimate the pose of, or we might get very high scores coming from other similar
objects. In the next chapter, we will explain in detail how these detection scores
will be used to estimate a human pose.
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Chapter 4

Human Pose Inference

After applying the body part detectors we get detection scores in the parameter
space of every body part. We refer to these spaces as detection spaces. When we
have the detection spaces, as we said before, we need an algorithm to find a human
pose that follows the structure of human body. One of the widely used frameworks
for this purpose in the recent years is pictorial structures [11]. This framework was
first introduced by Fischler and Elschlager in 1973 [14] and was further developed by
Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [11] for object recognition. Some of the state of the
art human pose estimators are based on this framework (e.g. [23] and [2]). In the
following section we explain some fundamentals of pictorial structures that we have
employed in our inference algorithm. In the second section, we will introduce our
own approach based on these fundamentals for the case of 2D human pose inference.
Finally, in the last section, we will show you how we do the 3D pose inference using
fused detections from multiple cameras.

4.1 Inference Using Pictorial Structures

Pictorial structures is a type of inference algorithm based on a graphical model.
It means that it models the human body or the object as a graph. If we take
G = (V,E) to be the graph model of human body, where V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, every
vertex vi ∈ V corresponds to a body part and every edge (vi, vj) ∈ E corresponds
to a pairwise connection of body parts (i.e. a joint). The graph needs to be a
tree for inference purposes, so there should be no cycles in it. Each body part
has a location that is essentially a set of attributes (e.g. size, orientation, and
position in the image). It is denoted by li for the i-th body part. A pose in this
framework is called a configuration that is composed of the locations of all body
parts: L = (l1, l2, . . . , ln). For every joint, there is a cost function that controls
the relative location of the connected body parts. We denote it by dij(li, lj) for the
joint between the i-th and the j-th body part. Having a very uncommon relative
position of two connected body parts (like being detached, having strange relative
angles, etc.) should be costly and cause higher values for the d functions. Finally,
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CHAPTER 4. HUMAN POSE INFERENCE

mi(li) notates a detection cost for the location of the body part vi that determines
how dissimilar the patch of image at location li is to the i-th body part. Putting
all these together, the estimated pose by pictorial structures is formulated by the
following optimization problem:

L∗ = arg min
L

∑
vi∈V

mi(li) +
∑

(vi,vj)∈E

dij(li, lj)

 , (4.1)

where L∗ is the suggested configuration (i.e. the best pose) by the pictorial struc-
tures. Intuitively, we could say the formula tends to find the configurations in
which the overall costs from the detectors, ∑vi∈V mi(li), and the connections of
body parts ∑(vi,vj)∈E dij(li, lj) are minimized. One might wonder what kind of
measure we should use to calculate these costs, or if we need to balance these two
types of cost by weighting them. In the coming paragraphs we will go through a
probabilistic interpretation of this formula and we will know the two types of cost
from a probabilistic point of view. This will give us good reasons why the formula
should have this form and will also make it more clear how the costs should be
calculated.

4.1.1 Probabilistic Interpretation
Originally, pictorial structures was not developed based on probabilistic concepts,
however, Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher in [11] put it in a probabilistic context
taking advantage of Bayes’ theorem.

The interpretation is as follows. Let I denote the image evidence and θ =
{u,E, c} denote priors we have about the connections of body parts, E, the pa-
rameters of these connections, c, and appearance parameters (parameters of part
detectors), u. Using Bayes’ theorem the probability of having the body configura-
tion L, given the image I and priors θ, can be written as:

P (L|I, θ) = P (I|L, θ)P (L|θ)
P (I|θ) . (4.2)

We assume P (I|θ) to be the same for different images so we can write:

P (L|I, θ) ∝ P (I|L, θ)P (L|θ). (4.3)

Here, P (I|L, θ) is called the likelihood of the image given the configuration and
body part priors. To get a more detailed formula we will rewrite equation 4.3 by
expanding on L. Since the graph is a tree we can write:

P (L|θ) =
∏

(vi,vj)∈E P (li, lj |θ)∏
vi∈V P (li|θ)deg(vi)−1 , (4.4)

assuming the articulation of every joint is independent from the others. Also for
the likelihood term we can write:

P (I|L, θ) =
∏

vi∈V

P (I|li, θ). (4.5)
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Here, we are simplifying the equation by ignoring the fact that body parts can
occlude each other in the image. In return the equation becomes easier to deal
with. In the case of inference in the 3D space, however, it makes sense since body
parts cannot go though each other in the 3D space. Putting together these two
expansions we get:

P (L|I, θ) ∝

 ∏
vi∈V

P (I|li, θ)

 ∏
(vi,vj)∈E

P (li, lj |θ)

 . (4.6)

We assume P (li|θ) values in equation 4.4 are equal for all possible configurations,
so we removed them from equation 4.6. Now to formulate the configuration with
the highest probability we write:

L∗ = argmax
L
{P (L|I, θ)} . (4.7)

Applying − log(.) on the configuration probability (equation 4.6) yields:

L∗ = argmin
L

∑
vi∈V

− log(P (I|li, θ)) +
∑

(vi,vj)∈E

− log(P (li, lj |θ))

 , (4.8)

which as you can see, is the same as equation 4.1 if we substitute − log(P (I|li, θ))
with mi(li) and − log(P (li, lj |θ)) with dij(li, lj). So, to obtain the detection cost,
mi(li), we can get a probability value for P (I|li, θ) from our detectors and apply
− log(.) on it. Also for the joint distribution of the locations of connected body
parts we take:

P (li, lj |θ) ∝ N (Tij(li)− Tji(lj), µij ,Σij), (4.9)

where Tij and Tji are transformations on locations li and lj ; N is a Gaussian function
of Tij(li) − Tji(lj) with the mean µij and covariance matrix Σij . We will explain
more about the transformations later in this text. By applying − log(.) on this
equation we get:

− log(P (li, lj |θ)) = (Tij(li)− Tji(lj)− µij)T Σij(Tij(li)− Tji(lj)− µij) + c, (4.10)

where c is a constant number. Note that by using a Gaussian function for the
joint distribution of connected body parts, the obtained cost function by applying
− log(.) gets a more simplified form of a Mahalanobis distance. When substituting
this equation in equation 4.8, we can remove c since it is a constant and it does not
change the result.

4.1.2 Solving the Optimization
Another component of pictorial structures is how to solve the optimization problem.
The first way that might come to mind is to try every possible L. In this case, we
will need to find the cost for every combination of possible body part locations. Let
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us take h as the number of possible locations of each body part. With n body parts,
going through all combinations and finding the one with the lowest cost will have
the complexity of O(hn), which is very inefficient.

Pictorial structures solves this problem in an approach similar to the Viterbi
algorithm in Hidden Markov Models. This approach requires the graph to be a
tree. One node in this tree (it does not make a difference which one) is selected as
the root. After that, the optimization in equation 4.1 is broken down recursively as
follows. Let Bj(li) be the cost related to the optimal location of body part vj and
its subtree, given the location of its parent, vi. And let B′j(li) note that optimal
location. Then, for the leaf nodes we will have:

Bj(li) = min
lj
{mj(lj) + dij(li, lj)} (4.11)

and
B′j(li) = arg min

lj
{mj(lj) + dij(li, lj)} . (4.12)

Since the leaf nodes do not have any children, the cost related to them comes only
from their detection, mj(lj), and their relative location to their parents, dij(li, lj).
Now, for the nodes that are not leaf, if we fix the location of their parents, they
will be related to the location of their children and the children’s locations will be
related to their own children and so on. So then, for non-leaf nodes we can write:

Bj(li) = min
lj

mj(lj) +
∑

vk ∈ Cj

Bk(lj) + dij(li, lj)

 , (4.13)

where Cj is the set of children of body part vj . The equation for B′j(li) for non-leaf
nodes could be obtained by putting “arg” in front of the minimization in equa-
tion 4.13. Finally, for the root node we calculate the optimal position, l∗ in this
manner:

l∗i = arg min
li

mi(li) +
∑

vk ∈ Ci

Bk(li)

 . (4.14)

Now that we have defined the problem recursively we can solve it using dynamic
programming. Since the recursion ends at leaf nodes, we start by sampling B and
B′ functions for them at every possible location of their parents. After that, we
sample B and B′ for the parents of the leaves and then for the parents of those
parents and so on, until only the root node is left. When all of the B functions
are calculated we can find the optimal location of the root using equation 4.14. For
that, we just need to check all of the quantized locations for the root and pick the
one with the minimum summation of costs. When we find the optimal location of
the root (i.e. l∗) we can substitute it in the B′ functions of its children and find their
optimal locations just by looking up in their sampled functions. Then we substitute
the optimal location of root’s children in their own children’s B′ function. This
substitution process goes on until we find all of the optimal locations for all of the
body parts.
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The bottle neck of this dynamic programming algorithm is sampling the B and
B′ functions. If we simply search all possible locations of a child node for every
possible location of its parent to find the optimal child position, it will have the
complexity of O(h2). Then, solving the whole problem will have the complexity of
O(nh2), where n is the number of body parts. We can see that this is a lot more
efficient than checking all configurations in L. To make it even faster we can take
advantage of generalized distance transforms to sample the B and B′ functions.

A classical distance transform for a binary picture P , can be written as:

DP (p) = min
q∈P

d(p, q), (4.15)

where d is a distance measure between two pixel positions. This formula, for each
pixel position, gives the distance to the closest pixel that is part of the binary
picture (i.e. has pixel value of 1). A generalized distance transform [9] is defined
for grayscale images. It is formulated by:

Df (p) = min
q∈G

(d(p, q) + f(q)), (4.16)

where G is a grid of positions and f : G → R is the intensity function of the grayscale
image. It could be observed that the recursive B function (equation 4.13) can be
written as generalized distance transform (equation 4.16) by corresponding li to p,
lj to q, dij(li, lj) to d(p, q) and (mj(lj) +∑

vk ∈ Cj
B′k(lj)) to f(q).

For the case of d(p, q) being squared Euclidean distance there is an algorithm
that samples one dimensional distance transform in O(|G|) [9]. However, to sample
B we need more than one dimension (because li has more than one dimension). It
is possible to formulate higher dimensional distance transforms using the one di-
mensional distance transform [9]. We can write the equation of the one dimensional
generalized distance transform with squared Euclidean distance as:

Df (x) = min
x′∈G

((x− x′)2 + f(x′)). (4.17)

Similarly, for the two dimensional case (with a two dimensional G) we could write:

Df (x, y) = min
(x′,y′)∈G

((x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + f(x′, y′)). (4.18)

Since the first and second term in this minimization are completely independent,
we can rewrite this equation as:

Df (x, y) = min
x′

{
(x− x′)2 + min

y′
|x′((y − y′)2 + f(x′, y′))

}
, (4.19)

where the |x′ notation means that the value of x′ is given and substituted. This
makes the function f(x′, y′) a one dimensional function, thus:

Df (x, y) = min
x′

((x− x′)2 +Df |x′(y)) = DDf |(.)(y)(x), (4.20)
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which shows how a two dimensional distance transform can be defined recursively
using one dimensional distance transforms. Following this recursion, to sample
Df (x, y) first we need to solve the distance transform Df |x′(y), for every value of
x′, and then sample them at the same y values we want to sample the 2D distance
transform at. Then, each of these y values gives a function g(.) = Df |(.)(y) for
which we solve a one dimensional distance transform, Dg(x), and sample it at
desired x values afterward. Similarly, this recursive sampling can be generalized
for an arbitrary number of dimensions. In that case, at each level of recursion, one
dimensional distance transforms are done for the dimension corresponding to the
current level, keeping all of the higher parent dimensions constant on their sampling
grid values and all of the lower child dimensions constant on their grid positions in
G. If we assume sampling positions are the same as positions in G, the complexity
of sampling will be O(n|G|), where n is the number of dimensions of G, and |G| is
the number of its grid positions.

Remember that we have two criteria to get this time complexity. First, the one
dimensional distance transform of every dimension should have a distance function
of the form of squared Euclidean distance. And second, the dimensions should be
independent of each other because otherwise we cannot solve the distance transform
and sample it for a dimension keeping other dimensions constant. To use this fast
sampling algorithm to sample our B functions, we need to adopt these two criteria.

In the framework of [11] the first criterion is satisfied by putting a restriction
on dij(li, lj). The restriction is that this function should be of the form of squared
Mahalanobis distance:

dij(li, lj) = (Tij(li)− Tji(lj))TM−1
ij (Tij(li)− Tji(lj)), (4.21)

where Mij is a diagonal matrix and Tij(li) and Tji(lj) are transformations on body
part locations. Tij could, for example, convert the location of a body part i to the
joint position of i and j. If we define Tji in a similar manner as Tij , we can measure
the distance between the common-joint sides of the adjacent body parts, that can be
used to penalize the configurations wherein they are too far away from each other.
Similarly, we can set a cost for relative orientation and relative size of neighboring
body parts. Mij is a means to give a weight to these costs. Of course, squared
Mahalanobis distance is a bit different from squared Euclidean distance because of
the extra weights in M−1

ij , however, it is easy to integrate them in the algorithm
that computes the one dimensional distance transform in [9].

In the same framework [11], the second criterion is satisfied by a special definition
of the B function as a distance transform. We use a different definition to satisfy
the second criterion, however, we mention the approach in [11] for comparison. In
this approach there is only the requirement of Tji being invertible. Formally, the B
function, as a generalized distance transform, is defined by:

Bj(li) = Df (Tij(li)) = min
y∈G
{d(Tij(li), y) + f(y)} , (4.22)
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where d(Tij(li), y) is the Mahalanobis distance in equation 4.21, therefore:

d(Tij(li), y) = (Tij(li)− y)TM−1
ij (Tij(li)− y) (4.23)

and the function f is defined as:

f(y) =


mj(T−1

ji (y)) +
∑

vk ∈ Cj

Bk(T−1
ji (y)) if y ∈ range of Tji

∞ otherwise
. (4.24)

So, in the regular grid G that also contains the values not in the range of Tji we
can assume that different dimensions are independent. The reason is that even
if they are dependent by definition, when we keep one dimension constant and
iterate over the other one and we get to grid points that are not consistent with the
constant dimension, we ignore them by giving the ∞ value in their f . Note that
the grid, which contains different values of the vector y, has its own discrete set of
positions that are not necessarily equal to Tji(lj) values. Therefore, T−1

ji (y) might
not necessarily correspond to the standard quantized locations of body parts (grid
of lj). Hence, when looking up the value of the distance transform for Tij(li), it
might not correspond to an exact position in G where the distance transform values
are sampled at. In this cases, the value for the closest grid point is taken. The error
that is caused by taking the closest grid point is small.

As we said, we satisfy the second criterion in a different way. The Tij and
Tji that we use by definition have independent dimensions. We do this by using
distance transform only for certain dimensions, for the rest of the dimensions we
employ another mechanism that will be explained in the next section.

4.2 Our Inference Algorithm
We first developed a 2D human inference algorithm and then developed a 3D in-
ference algorithm on top of that. The 3D algorithm will be described in the next
section.

Our 2D inference algorithm is based on most parts of the pictorial structures
framework described in the previous section, [11]. We use the same model to rep-
resent the human body. The body parts consist of head, torso, lower legs, upper
legs, lower arms and upper arms. In the graph G that models the human body we
assume that edges are the natural connections between body parts (see Figure 4.1).
The location of a body part is defined as: li = (si, θi, xi, yi) where si is the size
(length) in pixels, θi ∈ [0, 360) is the orientation in degrees, and xi and yi represent
the 2D position of the body part in the pixel grid of the image.

Formulation and optimization We use the same recursive definition of the
optimization formula as [11], however, they way we sample the recursive functions
is different.
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Figure 4.1. Our graph model of human body.

The transformation functions in our framework are defined as: Tij(li) = (log(si),
θi). log(si) in our transformation helps to measure the relative size of the connected
body parts. When two transformations are subtracted the first dimension of the re-
sult is related to the fraction of their body parts’ sizes: log(si)−log(sj) = log(si/sj).
By calculating a mean and variance value of this quantity over a big number of hu-
man annotations we can get the mean and variance of this dimension to put in µij

and Σij (for equation 4.9). We can also calculate a mean and a variance value for
difference in orientation in a similar manner.

As you might have noticed, xi and yi have no effect on Tij(li) and consequently
on the value of dij(li, lj). In fact, in our framework, relative (xi, yi) position of
neighboring body parts do not have any effect on the overall cost of the configura-
tion. We use another mechanism to control the relative position which brings us
some advantages. We assume that body parts are rigidly connected to each other so
given the size and orientation of the parent and the position of its child side joint,
it can only have one (xi, yi) position.

Not using xi and yi in our transformation makes it impossible to have an actual
inverse transformation. For easier notations we define an inverse transformation
function that takes the (xj , yj) position as an extra parameter so it can return a
full location vector (lj). We denote this by T−1

ji (xj ,yj)(y) and call it the inverse
transformation of y at (xj , yj).

To sample the Bj function, we formulate it by a distance transform in the
following manner:

Bj(li) = Df (Tij(li))(xj ,yj) = min
y
{d(Tij(li), y) + f(xj ,yj)(y)}, (4.25)
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where d is a Mahalanobis distance in the form of:

d(Tij(li), y) = (Tij(li)− y− µij)T Σij(Tij(li)− y− µij) (4.26)

and f is the value function defined by:

f(xj ,yj)(y) = mj(T−1
ji (xj ,yj)(y)) +

∑
vk∈Cj

Bk(T−1
ji (xj ,yj)(y)). (4.27)

The subscript (xj , yj) is an extra input parameter that is passed for the inverse
transformation function. The reason for this is to retrieve values from mj and Bk

we need a full location vector. The rest of the notations have the same definition
as in the previous section. Additionally, for sampling the optimal location vector,
we define D′f to be the grid position corresponding to the value of the distance
transform:

D′f (Tij(li))(xj ,yj) = arg min
y
{d(Tij(li), y) + f(xj ,yj)(y)}. (4.28)

In our framework xi and yi do not represent the position of the body part’s
center. They represent the position of the joint side of the body part that is supposed
to be connected to its parent. This does not hold for the torso since it is the root
of our tree model and has no parent. Instead, the xi and yi of the torso represent
the position of its center. Having these assumptions, the process of finding the best
location of a child body part for every location of its parent (sampling Bj(li) and
B′j(li)) can be described as follows:

At the first step, for every quantized joint side position of a child body part
(xj , yj) we find its best size and orientation (sj ,θj) for every possible size and ori-
entation of its parent (si,θi) using distance transform. In the second step, for every
parent position (xi, yi) we iterate over all the possible child positions. Considering
the fact that child positions are actually the position of their joint side with their
parent, we can determine a boundary for the child body part positions using the
known maximum and minimum size of the parent: smax

i and smin
i . At each step of

this iteration from the current (xj , yj) and the known (xi, yi) we can determine the
size and orientation of the parent, si and θi. Now by substituting this si and θi in
the distance transform at (xj , yj) we get the optimal sj and θj . In simple words,
from the position of the parent and the child we determine the orientation and size
of the parent. After that by substituting parent’s location in the distance transform
we have at the child’s position we get the optimal size and orientation of the child
for that parent’s location.

Algorithm 4.1 represents a formal version of our 2D sampling algorithm. Lines
8 and 9 calculate the size and orientation of the parent body part using the position
of the parent and the position of its child. s0

j is the ratio of parent’s size to the
distance between parent’s and child’s position. θ0

j is the angular offset between
parent’s orientation and the orientation of the vector connecting the child’s position
to parent’s. If the parent body part is not torso, then s0

j = 1 and θ0
j = 0. Otherwise,
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these constants are set according to the relative position of the child body part’s
joint compared to torso’s center. You should note that since parent’s and child’s
positions can only take certain discrete values, all possible (si, θi) might not be
covered. Therefore, for the li locations that Bj(li) is not set, we assume this function
has a very large value so these locations do not have a chance to be selected for the
parent in the optimal configuration.

Algorithm 4.1 Our 2D Sampling Algorithm
1: Step 1:
2: for all (xj , yj) do

3: Sample:
{
Df (Tij(li))(xj ,yj)

D′f (Tij(li))(xj ,yj)
for every (si, θi)

4: end for
5: Step 2:
6: for all (xi, yi) do
7: for all (xj , yj) s.t. smin

i ≤
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 ≤ smax
i do

8: si =
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 × s0
j

9: θi = atan2(yj − yi, xi − xj) + θ0
j

10: Set:
{
Bj(li) = Df (Tij(li))(xj ,yj)

B′j(li) = T−1
ji ( D′f (Tij(li))(xj ,yj) )(xj ,yj)

11: end for
12: end for

Time complexity In the first step of our algorithm we sample a distance trans-
form with the time complexity of O(mn), where m and n are the number of quan-
tized sizes and orientations respectively. This distance transform is calculated at
every (xj , yj) which makes the time complexity O(mnpq), where p and q are the
number of quantized x and y positions, severally. In the second step, the iteration
at each (xi, yi) takes only O(k2) where k is smax

i in quantized units. And since, at
the end, it is done for every (xi, yi), the overall complexity of this step is O(k2pq).
Assuming that k is a constant, the overall order of the algorithm is O(mnpq). If
we had done distance transform for all of the dimensions it would have also taken
O(mnpq), however, distance transform on all dimensions would be twice as slow.
If you remember, the complexity of distance transform for n dimensions is O(nh),
where h is the number of all grid points. So in our case, since we do distance trans-
form for only 2 dimensions, according to the time complexity formula the algorithm
is twice as fast as the distance transform for 4 dimensions.

Advantages There are other advantages in our algorithm. One is that we do
not need to generate a separate grid for Tji values since its dimensions are already
independent. If we had used distance transform for all of the dimensions, we would
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have had to calculate the joint positions using different parameters that would have
made the dimensions of the grid dependent on each other. Hence, there would have
been a need to quantize possible values of Tij separately as in [11]. If we generate this
grid regularly it introduces an error as we explained in the previous section. In this
case, we might also get grid points which do not correspond to the range of Tji, so
there will be an overhead for iterating on these points. We avoid all these problems
by keeping the dimensions independent. Another important advantage is that we
can define a repulsion mechanism between two knees by adding an extra cost. It
is a known problem in pictorial structures that without a repulsion mechanism
sometimes both of the legs of the model take almost the same position in the
optimal configuration that belongs to one of the legs in the image evidence [13]. We
added this repulsion cost only in our 3D inference algorithm so it will be discussed
in the next section.

A small error On the other hand in our approach there is a quantization error
that happens when we want to calculate the orientation and size of the parent body
part from its position and its child’s position. This is because when the size and
orientations are calculated they are rounded to the nearest quantized value.

4.3 Fusion of Probabilities and 3D Inference

We assume that we have different cameras pointing at the same subject from dif-
ferent views. These cameras take an image of the subject at the same time. The
intrinsic and extrinsic calibration matrices of the cameras is known. Now we want
to estimate the 3D pose of the subject.

To do the pose estimation in 3D space, we decided to move to the 3D space from
the detection phase and do the inference also in 3D. There was also the possibility
to use the constraints of 3D space just to remove the body part detections in each
view that are inconsistent with the detections of other views and then continue the
inference in the 2D plane of each camera, independently. But in this way, we lose
some of the advantages of inference in 3D space. One advantage is that in 3D space
we do not need to take into account many different sizes if we approximately know
the size of the person’s body part. Whereas in 2D space, because body parts can
have out of plane rotation leading to different projected sizes, we have to check for
a whole range of possible projected sizes. Not needing to check for a wide range of
sizes makes it more efficient to infer the human pose correctly. Another important
advantage against independent 2D inferences is that if we do the pose estimation
in 2D in each view, eventually, to get a 3D pose, we have to convert them into 3D.
However, there is no guarantee that these inferred poses from different views will
be consistent by the constraints of 3D space. In the rest of this section we will
introduce the part of our framework developed for 3D inference.
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Figure 4.2. Projecting a 3D location into camera planes to obtain the corresponding
2D locations. Note that the subscripts correspond to the camera indices and not body
part indices.

3D locations To obtain body part detections in the 3D space we need quan-
tized 3D locations. Formally a 3D location in our framework is defined as: l3D

i =
(si, θi, ϕi, xi, yi, zi) where xi, yi, and zi represent the 3D Cartesian coordinates and
θi and ϕi are the yaw and pitch of the body part in the 3D space. Yaw and pitch
are the angles that the axis going trough the two ends of a body part makes in the
spherical coordinate system corresponding to the Cartesian coordinate system. We
did not consider the roll (ψi) angle for any body part except torso since the body
part detectors were not trained to be sensitive to roll. The reason we consider a roll
angle for torso is that otherwise there will be no way to code the relative position
of its joints to its center. Obviously, torso has four joint at the sides and changing
the roll will change the position of these joints. For the case of other body parts,
since they can have joints only at their two ends, not having a roll angle is not a
problem from this point of view.

Considering the extra roll orientation for torso does not mean that we have
different detection scores for different roll values. This is because, as we said, the
detectors are not trained to be sensitive to the roll of a body part. This parameter
is only used for the purpose of inference, and in the detections space, all of the torso
locations that have different rolls but their other parameters are the same, have the
same detection score.

Fusion of probabilities To get the detection scores of the 3D locations, we fuse
their corresponding 2D detection scores from different cameras. Imagine that we
have a body part location in the 3D space. Given the calibration parameters of the
cameras, we can project the 3D location l3D

i to the image plane of every camera (see
Figure 4.2 for the visualized process). This will give us 2D locations in each camera
view. The parameters of these 2D locations might not have the exact quantized
values that we want, therefore, we round these parameters to make the 2D location
standard. Then we will have 2D location in the form of lci = (sc

i , θ
c
i , x

c
i , y

c
i ), where
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c is the camera’s index. Since we have already done the detections for all of the
standard quantized values, we know the value of mc

i (lci ) for every c. Then, to obtain
the detection value of the 3D location (i.e. P (l3D

i |ui)) for N cameras, we have
employed the following equations:

P (l3D
i |ui) =

∑N
c=1 P (lci |ui)

N
(4.29)

P (l3D
i |ui) = N

√√√√ N∏
c=1

P (lci |ui) (4.30)

The first equation is a simple averaging and the second one is called geometric mean.
We have this hypothesis that in the absence of occlusion of body parts, geometric
mean should work better. We support this hypothesis by giving an example. Con-
sider the case of two viewpoints when the projected location from one point of view
has a detection score close to 0 and the detection from the other point of view has
a detection score close to 1. This location should not get a high score because we
assume a location that actually contains a body part should be detected from all
viewpoints. If we do simple averaging this 3D location will get a score of around 0.5
that can confuse our inference algorithm. However in the case of geometric mean
that location will get a score that is close to zero. We call the extra score given by
averaging an artifact.

On the other hand, when there is a case of occlusion of a body part from a
number of viewpoints, artifacts tend to preserve the score of that body part. In
this case geometric mean would not work well because it will not give a high score
to the occluded body part and the body part will be somehow removed from the
detection space. In general we say that geometric mean is a more strict operator
than averaging.

3D inference In principal the 3D inference algorithm is the same as the 2D
inference algorithm with just a few modifications. One is that the distance transform
is done for the dimensions si, θi, and ϕi. Therefore, the Mahalanobis distance takes
an extra dimension for ϕi. Furthermore, in the second step of the algorithm we
iterate on the extra dimension zi. Again in this step, for the case of parent being
torso, there is another extra iteration on the roll angle (ψi). We still keep the parent
side’s joint coordinates as the position (xi, yi, zi) except for torso for which we keep
the coordinates of its center. For simplicity, we assume that the center of torso
and the joints which connect torso to other body parts are all on the same plane.
The functions that calculate si, θi and ϕi of the parent using the positions of the
parent and the child have to be updated for the 3D space. These functions become
more complex specially for the case of torso. We assume obtaining the definition
of these functions as a technical issue so we do not mention their definitions here.
The relative position of torso joints compared to torso center in its plane are still
coded with the two parameters s0

j and θ0
j for every upper limb.
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Loose body parts Assuming the joints of torso all on the same plane and having
fixed position relative to torso’s center is a strong assumption, and does not hold
for many natural poses. So it is good to let the relative position of torso joins vary a
bit. Therefore, when we are iterating in the second step of our sampling algorithm
with torso as parent at each child position (xj , yj , zj), after obtaining the size and
orientation of torso we do another iteration over a small neighborhood of (xj , yj , zj).
In this neighborhood, we pick the position at which the distance transform returns
the lowest cost by substituting torso’s size and orientation. Then for the current
torso location we keep the the best child location that we have found ignoring the
relative position of the child compared to torso’s position. This way we let torso
joints to be a little loose and move around to find the most appropriate detection
close-by for the child body part.

Joint repulsion As we mentioned in the previous section there are many cases in
which the optimal position of two knee joints fall into the same place in the image
evidence. We fixed this by putting an extra cost on the inverse of the distance
between knee joints. We refer to this cost as a repulsion cost. Repulsion between
body parts is not a new idea in human pose estimation and has been employed
before [13, 2]. Our repulsion cost function is in the form of k/d where k is a
constant that is chosen manually and d is the distance between the 3D positions
of the two joints. The time that we incorporate this cost in our algorithm is after
sampling B and B′ functions for both parts of one of the legs and the lower part
of the other leg. We incorporate the cost when we are sampling B and B′ for
the second upper leg. Since the parent of this body part is torso, we apply the
loose body part neighborhood checking as we mentioned before. At each position
in this neighborhood, we get a best location for the upper leg by substituting the
current location parameters of torso. From the location parameters of the upper
leg, it is possible to calculate the position of its knee joint. On the other hand, we
can access the best location of the upper leg whose joint position has been fixed
before by substituting the current torso’s location in its B′ function. Therefore, it
is possible to measure the distance between the knee joint of the optimal location
of the first upper leg and the knee joint of the current best location of the second
upper leg. At this time we add the repulsion cost to the total cost of the second
upper leg’s best location obtained from each position in the neighborhood. We have
also incorporated repulsion between opposite shoulder and elbow joints in a similar
manner. For the shoulder joints we also remove the configurations in which the
elbows are closer than a distance to the opposite shoulder since there is this joint
limitation in actual human body.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Results

In this chapter first we mention important details of our implementation, methods
to find important parameters, and the limitations of our framework. Then we will
present results of different experiments we have done using our framework and by
changing different features in our framework alongside the discussion.

5.1 Technical Details

The Detectors
Before doing any experiments we need to train the detectors. For this purpose,
a dataset of images from different body parts is required. We used cropped body
part images from Leeds Sports Pose Dataset [22] to train individual detectors for
each body part. This dataset consists of 2000 human pose annotated images. The
images contain people doing different types of sports. In this dataset, images have
two formats. One format is the image in its original scale. In this format there might
be several people present in the image, however, only one person is annotated. The
other format contains only the annotated person cropped out from the original image
and rescaled to a fixed size. We took the first 1000 images in the original format
(because of their higher resolution) and cropped the body parts of the annotated
people. We discarded the body parts that had too much out of plane rotation
by comparing their size with the largest body part size in the same annotations.
The reason is that too much out of plane rotation leads to a small window size
that would not contain the whole image part we are interested in. Our criteria
was 1/10 of the maximum body part size as the minimum acceptable size. An
example of the cropping windows in an image can be seen in Figure 5.1(a). The
non-discarded body parts were cropped and rescaled to the resolution of our feature
extractor and their HOG feature vectors were extracted. The features were then
used as positive samples to train the AdaBoost classifiers. To generate more training
samples, we mirrored the cropped images of symmetric body parts to use every single
window to train both of their detectors. For negative data points, we generated
many random window locations in every original format training image. These
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.1. (a) Windows generated from annotations to crop body part samples
and (b) randomly generated windows to extract negative samples. The red sides of
the windows point towards their orientation. The image is from the Leeds Sports
dataset [22] and in original scale format.

windows had random sizes, orientations, and positions. We put a criteria for the
window positions to be far from the annotated person to make it less probable
to take body part locations in our negative samples. There might be still other
non-annotated people in the image but the probabilty of taking a body part with
the right orientation and scale in a random window is very low since the locations
are randomly generated. Finally we rescaled the window images to our feature
extractor’s size (64x64) and extracted their HOG feature vectors to be used for
training. An example of randomly generated windows in an image is presented in
Figure 5.1(b). We made a test set by applying the same method as for the training
set using the second 1000 images.

To train the detectors we employed the Discrete AdaBoost implementation of
the OpenCV C++ library [3]. We tried different depths for the weak tree classifiers
and also different number of weak classifiers. At the end, we picked them to be 400
trees with maximum depth of 3 levels. There was also a node splitting restriction
of having a minimum number of 10 samples in every node.

After training each AdaBoost classifier on the training set, we tested them on
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Body part False positive rate(%) Recall(%)
Torso 0.13254 60.45
Head 0.152863 77.85

Right Left Right Left
Upper arm 0.14226 0.26243 34.3719 40.8543
Lower arm 0.195276 0.150213 56.231 53.3435
Upper leg 0.219134 0.136958 55.0326 52.2784
Lower leg 0.0954291 0.119286 70.3219 72.7867

Table 5.1. The false positive rate and recall of the our part detectors tested on the
original scale test images of Leeds Sports dataset.

the testing set for validation. Their false positive and recall rates are presented in
Table 5.1. As you can see, the recall rate of some of the part detectors (specially
head and lower legs) is considerably higher than the others which means detecting
these body parts is easier in the image. We took advantage of these rates and tried
to weight the detection costs from each body part by their recall rate normalized
along other recall rates. So the body parts that are detected more reliably have more
effect on the cost. The effect of this weighting was not very dramatic and in some
cases not visually noticeable, however, we decided to stick with this modification in
our experiments.

To apply the detectors on an input image for the pose estimation purpose, sub-
images are cropped from a sliding window on the image. The window slides on x and
y positions with given constant strides. We have tried the strides of 4 and 16 pixels
depending on the size of the image. The scale of the window is the same as the scale
of our HOG feature extractor that is 64 by 64 pixels. In our implementation, we
employed a function of the OpenCV library that performs sliding window extraction
of HOG features on an image. To extract the HOG features for potential body parts
with a specific size, we rescaled the image so the size of the body part would be the
same as the size of the HOG feature extractor. Also, when we wanted to extract
the features of potential body parts with a specific orientation we rotated the input
image to the opposite angle so the potential body part would have the desired
orientation in the rotated image. We quantized the orientations by 5 degree steps,
therefore the possible angles are in {0, 5, 10, . . . , 355}. We also used a step size to
generate different body part scales in their possible ranges. Body part scales are
the width of their bounding boxes in pixels in the original image.

Multiview Testing Dataset
Our pose estimation algorithm was tested on the frames of two video sequences
from two different camera setups. The first setup has 12 and the second setup has
16 cameras. In the first setup, the walls and the floor of the capturing location is
covered so the background is not very challenging for part detectors. However in
the second sequence, the walls of the location are not covered so it is suitable for
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2. A frame from a motion capture sequence with (a) the inference cube
and (b) the 3D grid of positions visualized.

testing how our approach is sensitive to potentially misleading background.

The 3D Detection Space

To make the 3D spaces we use the approximate measured lengths of the persons
body parts. This is not theoretically necessary, however, since the 3D detection
space has many dimensions that take a huge space in memory, it will help us to
control the size of our searching space by limiting the number of scales. Controlling
the size of the space has a direct impact on the running time of our pose estimation
algorithm.

The positions in the 3D coordinate system were discretized by 5 centimeter
steps. We did the inference in a 2 meter by 2 meter cube around the person. The
angles of θ ∈ [0, 360), φ ∈ [0, 180], and ψ ∈ [0, 360) were discretized by 15 degrees
steps. The 3D grid points and the bounding cube are visualized in Figure 5.2.

We have a mechanism to find an upper bound for the projected size of the
body parts. We iterated over all of the quantized 3D positions and orientations
and supposed there is a line segment with those orientations and positions and the
maximum size of a body part. We project the two ends of the line segment into
each camera plane. From these projected points we obtain the length of every line
segment in each camera’s image. We find the maximum of these lengths in each
camera and set it as the maximum length of that body part in that camera. This
is useful for running the 2D detectors in the camera images.
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Priors

To obtain the priors about the relative locations of body parts, we calculated the
relative angles and sizes of neighboring body parts from the annotations in Leeds
Sports dataset. For orientations, after finding the difference, we wrap it to have the
maximum difference of 180 degrees and minimum difference of -180 degrees. For
the sizes, we take the ratio of the parent body part’s size to the child body part’s
size and apply the log(.) function on it. After gathering these data we take the
average and variance of them for both size and orientation. We put the means in
µij vectors and variances in Mij matrices. We set the priors for the 3D inference
manually by taking a hint from the calculated 2D priors.

Angular Distances

When we do the one dimensional distance transforms for orientation, since it is a
periodic dimension, we have to treat it in a different way from non-periodic dimen-
sions. For example imagine the case where the orientation of the parent body part is
0 degrees and there is a strong child body part detection at orientation 355 degrees.
And let us say that in our priors the mean of the angular difference of these two
parent and child body parts is 0, and it has a small variance. When we treat this
dimension as a normal dimension, since the output of the Mahalanobis distance will
be too large for the two number 355 and 0, the cost will surpass the effect of the
strong detection at 355 so this detection location does not get a chance to be chosen.
However, this is an angular dimension and 355 degrees is equivalent to -5 degrees
and -5 will lead to a very low cost in the Mahalanobis distance. So we implemented
a mechanism that takes into account the costs for both of equivalent angles in order
not to miss a good cost. Since we use spherical coordinates to keep the orientation
in 3D, and wrapping the detections around a sphere with two combined angular
dimensions is not that easy, we decided to apply this mechanism only to one of the
angular dimensions, θ.

A Limitation

As we said in the inference chapter, the functions that calculate the orientation
and size of torso using its position and its child’s position in the 3D inference are
rather complex. We made an implementation for this purpose, however, for some
limited cases the functions do not return the correct size and orientation of the
torso. We detect most of these cases and even when we cannot detect them they
will be visually recognizable in the final result. The detected cases are ignored so
they will not be suggested by the program. So, it is possible that the actual optimal
pose does not get reported by our implementation.
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5.2 The Results and Discussion

We applied our 3D human pose estimator on the two sequences we described in
the previous section. We picked several frames with the persons taking a variety of
different poses to examine our algorithm for different types of poses. Since there are
only two subjects present in these two sequences, we cannot be sure how well our
system would work for other appearances of human body parts, nevertheless, our
detectors are trained on a large dataset of body parts with different appearances.

The final results for two simple poses of the second sequence are presented in
Figure 5.3. Only 6 selected views from the total 16 views are shown in this figure.
The results are obtained from detections fused by geometric mean. Since there is not
much self occlusion in these two poses the detections should not be very confusing
for the inference algorithm. This can be observed from the results.

Another frame from this sequence with its estimated pose is shown in Figure 5.4.
This frame is more challenging since the lower arms are not visible from some
viewpoints and the legs are in scissor pose which makes the knees close together so
it will be easier for the algorithm to to take the same 3D position for both of the
legs. However, since we have our knee repulsion mechanism, this has not happened.
You can see that the lower arms are not fitted into their place. The strongest
reason we suspect is that because of self occlusion the detections at the place of
lower arms are not very strong and the algorithm prefers a straight arm for lower
distance cost according to priors. One more thing about this example is that there
is a stripes pattern on the sweater of the person. The stripes are in the horizontal
direction which can introduce noise into our hog features that are based on gradient
orientation. Therefore, we can bring another reason for the lower arms not being
in their right position and that is the detections for lower arms are not very strong
because of the noise the stripes introduce to the hog features due to their orthogonal
orientation comparing to the edges that define lower arm.

To represent the effect of our knee repulsion mechanism we did an experiment on
a frame of our first sequence by turning off this feature. You can see the compared
results with the result from the inference algorithm with knee repulsion in Figure 5.5.
It is observable that confusing one 3D position for both of the legs in absence of
knee repulsion not only ruins the leg position estimation but also can dislocate other
body parts. In this example it has dislocated one of the arms.

We did another experiment to compare the final results obtained from detections
that are fused by averaging and detections that are fused by geometric mean. The
resutls are presented for two frames of the first sequence in Figure 5.6. These
examples support our hypothesis about geometric mean being more strict and that
averaging can introduce artifacts. The problem with artifacts is that they make
extra space around the persons body and body parts tend to fall into theses spaces
which leads to incorrect body part pose estimation.

To examine our approach for unusual poses we applied it on a frame with this
characteristic. The result can be seen in Figure 5.7. It is observable that our
approach has estimated the pose of the legs and torso approximately correct. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3. The optimal pose found by our algorithm for two simple poses of one of
the sequences. The 2D detections are fused by geometric mean. All of the parameters
used for inference are the same for both of the frames. Images are cropped for better
visualization.

head is still close to its actual position. However, arms are not in their correct
position. Again, we suspect the stripes on the person’s sweater to be distracting for
our detectors.

In all of these experiments wherever we were comparing the effect of a parameter
all of the other parameters were kept fixed. By parameters we mean: the θ0 and
s0 constants defining the relative position of torso’s joints comparing to its center,
the µij and Σij defining the cost of relative location of connected body parts, the
size of the neighborhood that we define for body part looseness, the constant we
set manually in the repulsion cost formulas, and the minimum distance between
joints (such as knees and opposite shoulder and elbows). In some cases we tuned a
parameter within a frame to get a more visually correct pose. We did this just to
show the potential of our method in estimating the human pose. Probably, there
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are ways to find these parameters automatically or remove the need of having them
by using another mechanism. These are the subject of future work.
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Figure 5.4. A more challenging frame. The 2D detections are fused by geometric
mean.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5. Estimated poses (a) without and (b) with considering knee repulsion
factor. As can be seen, knee repulsion not only has effect on prediction of leg locations
but also affects the prediction of the rest of the body.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6. Comparison between the results from fusing the detections by (a)
averaging and (b) geometric mean. As you can see left upper leg in the first row and
right lower hand in the second row have popped out in the result from averaging,
however, they are in their right place in the result from geometric mean. Images are
cropped for better visualization.
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Figure 5.7. An unusual pose estimated by our algorithm. Note that legs and
torso are approximately predicted in their correct position. Also head is close to its
predicted position.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We introduced a new approach for multi-view 3D human pose estimation inspired
by a 2D pose estimation approach. Our framework shows promising results without
any priors about background, appearance of the person, and the type of activity.
We showed a new way of combining 2D detections from multiple views to get a
unified space of detections suitable to do the inference directly in 3D configuration
space. False positives from detectors could be removed by the process of fusion
that helps the algorithm work without any need for background subtraction. In our
experimental results, we showed that this approach could potentially work and is
suitable for being the subject of more substantial research and a more systematic
evaluation. We showed that joint repulsion can improve the result of our algorithm
for some cases. We know that our implementation is not perfect and there is a long
way for improving the algorithm. So we came up with a list of topics for further
research to improve our framework:

• For part detectors, we can use a cascade of boosted classifiers to use the
stronger ensembles only when they are needed. This will reduce the time
needed for obtaining detections.

• We could train a general human detector as in [6] and use it to find an ap-
proximate position of the person (similar to [12]). It will let us reduce the size
of the cube we search in for body parts and consequently reduce the searching
time.

• It would be much better if priors about relative location of body parts get cal-
culated from ground truth 3D human pose for a variety of poses. Calculating
2D priors and manually editing them for 3D might work but is not a proper
systematic solution.

• The problem of wrapping detections for periodical dimensions in 3D space
(spherical coordinate system) is still remained. How to wrap detections to
spread the effect of them on a sphere is an interesting problem to solve. And,
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of course, a more fundamental solution than wrapping detections only for one
of the dimensions should be found.

• The way we have implemented repulsion might be not very proper since we
apply the repulsion cost to one of the legs after the position of the other one
is fixed. Therefore, the repulsion only effects the configuration of one of the
legs which might be not the correct way of doing this although it is practical.
Further investigation in this area is another future work.

• In the current implementation the relative location of body parts are only
controlled by priors in the form of mean and variance of the joint distributions.
However, some body configurations are impossible according to the physical
limitations of human body. Applying joint limits on the 3D skeleton will
remove lots of invalid poses from our search space making the algorithm faster
and more reliable.

• The functions that calculate s0 and θ0 from the relative position of torso and
one of its child body parts are too complex in 3D space. Finding a more
straight forward way to solve this problem, for example by iterating over
torso’s orientation and size instead of iterating over the position of its child
node, could be investigated.

• It is true that our sampling algorithm works faster than only using distance
transform and enables us to implement repulsion between joints. However,
distance transform for all dimensions does a more complete search for body
part positions and looseness of body parts does not need to be integrated to
it separately. Investigating a way to integrate repulsion directly into distance
transform would be an interesting topic for further research.

• Boosting has shown to be a good way of making detectors for object recogni-
tion, however, the might not make the fastest detectors. Since in our frame-
work lots of false positives get removed by fusing the detections from multiple
views and also the configuration constraints reject many false detections that
do not follow a valid construction with other detections, it might be not very
vital to have strong detectors. Therefore employing other types of classifiers
that work faster than boosting and are good enough to be used by the frame-
work could make our algorithm more efficient.

• Employing parallel programming, for example by using GPUs, could make the
algorithm more efficient. The reason is that the algorithm is capable of being
highly parallelized. Detections for different body parts are independent from
each other, so they could be done in parallel. Extracting features from different
parts of the image could also be parallelized. Applying different classifier on
the features could be done in a parallel way. The whole 2D detection process
is independent for each camera. Fusing of detections for every single location
in the 3D space is independent from the others. Even doing the sampling for
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different branches of the tree model (except the ones that are dependent for
considering repulsion) could be done in parallel.

• Applying detectors on the entire image of each camera is not very efficient.
We think it would be better to find the needed 2D locations by projecting
the 3D locations and then applying detectors just on those locations. This
will reduce the number of 2D detections substantially and could make the
algorithm more efficient.

• Occlusion is still a problem. Using averaging to fuse the detections is not a
solution because it also introduces artifacts to the detection spaces. Finding a
way to model the occlusion as an extra variable for every location, for example
by an iterative approach using the detection spaces of different body parts, is
a good potential topic for research.

• Another modification that could help is to model more joints in human body.
This could be helpful specially for the connection between upper arms and
torso since they could not be easily modeled as single joints. More joints will
introduce more body parts, however, it does not necessitate the need of body
part detectors for those body parts.
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